Why make it Jamaica?
Jason and Kristina
Warner of Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania

CO O RDIN AT OR’S NOT E

We are 10! This is for you!
Janet Silvera
Hospitality Jamaica Coordinator

N A time of desperate uncertainty, a publication just for the local hotel and tourism sector
enters stage right. For me and a few others, it was the adrenaline boost that the sector needed to
expose the thrills and frills of the industry and celebrate all the players and those who came
from near or far to play in it.
Ten years ago when the first issue of Hospitality Jamaica (HJ) went to press, locals, including
the media, were far more cynical than they are today about the benefits of the hospitality sector.
In fact, unless you were from the traditional tourist areas, it was not even appreciated. Probably,
the most difficult relationship was that between tourism and local farmers, who were trying to
improve their space within the industry.
In many ways, things were similar to how they are now with notable large hotels changing hands.
Sandals was at the peak of its Jamaican expansion, SuperClubs represented a major space as a
brand in the marketplace, and Couples Resorts was in transition from its SuperClubs roots.
Although they were always challenged, smaller hotels were doing much better then than they are
today. Spanish investment was only a thought. Room rates were high, even while crime threatened
to damage Jamaica’s brand.
Some people believe that the tourism sector insists upon receiving special treatment, which is a
clear misunderstanding of the competitive marketplace within which the industry operates.
Industry stakeholders know that an ever-increasing number of destinations have opened up,
forcing Jamaica to improve on its product offering.
Jamaica has had to digest the fact that warm-weather destinations, such as the Seychelles,
Mauritius, the Maldives, Mexico, Cuba and the Dominican
Republic, have diversified their markets, taking a large chunk
of the tourism pie.
This continued expansion and diversification of the
market has seen the sector becoming one of the fastestgrowing industries, and we are proud to say multiaward winning Hospitality Jamaica, the country’s
only tourism-trade publication, has kept apace.
In 2011 alone, our readership doubled from
110,000, to 220,000. And today, our readers will tell
you that they turn to the pages of HJ before
looking at any other trade publication.
Obviously, this publication is a critical tool in
this expanding industry. We pride ourselves in
having a pulse on the industry and use this
opportunity to thank the brainchild behind
this publication, the late Ken Kennedy.
Our 10th-anniversary publication is
as diverse as the tourist industry. We
are thankful to our readers,
Janet
advertisers, well-wishers and all
our contributors for believing in
Silvera
our industry and our publication.
Make sure to visit the hotels
and attractions featured in this
issue, they are among the best in
the country and, indeed, the
world.
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“Outside of the beauty of
Jamaica, the people are the
best. As soon as we arrived,
we felt welcomed.The cuisine is
amazing and the diversity of the
water sports makes us not
hesitate in recommending this
country.”

Nick and Sue Davy of
Yorkshire, England
“We have always said we would never go
back to the same place twice, but having
visited Jamaica, we have changed our
minds. We will definitely be back, because
it was beyond our expectations; the food
is excellent, people are fantastic. From the
gardeners to the cleaners, everyone
knows what it means to deliver great
service.”

Carol and Larry Bundrick of Long
Island, New York visited Jamaica 11
times, 10 times to Couples Resorts.
“We found Jamaica in 2006 while on a cruise,
and fell in love with it. The service is fantastic and
we have so many stories of people who have
bent backwards to ensure we are happy. We
have made long-lasting friends who we met in
Jamaica. Our love for the country goes deep. We
renewed our vows after 30 years of marriage, in
2010 in Jamaica.”

John and Laurel
Allen of Carlsbad, California,
repeat guests at Half Moon
“In Jamaica, there is so much to do
and we’ve done it all. We love the
outpouring of love that we feel
whenever we visit. More importantly,
it’s the staff at Half Moon that keeps
us coming back, so many at Half
Moon are truly like family to us.”

janet.silvera
@gleanerjm.com
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AMAICA HAS been a leader in
Caribbean tourism for many years, and
has cultivated an environment in
which visitors from all over the world can
enjoy the island’s natural beauty, eclectic
culture and diverse product. A review of
Caribbean Tourism Organisation (CTO)
figures will show that Jamaica places
consistently among the top four
destinations in terms of visitor arrivals,
and no one can deny the popularity of the
destination at present.
This is evidenced by a high repeat factor
among our visitors. Currently, more than

40 per cent of tourists to Jamaica are
repeat visitors, one of the highest repeat
rates in the region. But why is the
destination experiencing such an upswing
in popularity? What makes Jamaica such
an in-demand location?
From mountainside to seaside, Jamaica
has been blessed with magnificent
waterfalls and other natural wonders.
There is so much to see and do while in
Jamaica, and this applies to the
adventurous traveller as much as to the
individual wanting to relax and unwind.
Travellers can experience this diverse
destination from land or water.

PLEASE SEE REASONS, 4
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REASONS
CONTINUED FROM 5
COME EXPLORE
There is a great deal to explore in Jamaica.
With dramatically beautiful coastlines, soaring
mountains and rushing waterways, Jamaica is an
island of countless natural attractions. Whether it
is rafting down the Martha Brae or the Rio
Grande, to exploring the Blue Mountains or the
Green Grotto Caves, there is something for
everyone. Driving around is fascinating. The everchanging landscape ranges from white-sand
beaches as far as the eye can see, to tropical
jungle, and from verdant hilly regions that are
reminiscent of the English countryside, to rugged
plains that recall the savannahs of Africa. A trek
through the hills of Moneague in St Ann or the
hilly terrain of the Cockpit Country will captivate
the mind and the soul.
For sheer excitement, visitors are encouraged to
check out the huge roster of tours offered by local
operators. Wonderfully varied, they include:
horseback riding on the beach; ATV tours;
plantation visits; canopy tours; river tubing;
cultural tours; swimming with dolphins;
catamaran cruises; rafting; and much more.

COME EXPERIENCE
The resort areas can be selected to match the mood,
taste, budget and special interests of the traveller.
Whether it is the tourist capital of Montego Bay,
located on Jamaica’s north-west coast, where the beaches
are edged by flowering trees and palm-dotted hills, or
Negril, just a half-hour’s drive from Montego Bay, with a
seven-mile ribbon of white-sand beach and perfect
conditions for swimming and snorkelling, visitors should
prepare to be enthralled. Visitors can choose Ocho Rios,
located in the heart of a north-coast region defined by
fern-clad cliffs and cascading waterfalls, or the laid-back
and quiet South Coast with its rugged coastline,
rambling hills, and a seaport defined by its elegant
Georgian architecture.
Nestled between twin harbours on the island’s northeast curve, where mist-shrouded mountains drop down
to the sea, Port Antonio glows with the green hues of
palms and ferns, laced with the brilliant reds and yellows
of its tropical flora. And there is Kingston, Jamaica’s
vibrant capital which overlooks the world’s seventhlargest natural harbour and is the largest Englishspeaking city south of Miami. Kingston is also Jamaica’s
cultural hub, with a wide variety of historical and
cultural attractions. In Kingston, visitors will find a
sophisticated, upbeat nightlife and an inviting range of
dining options to tantalise your taste buds.

COME ENJOY
Indeed, there’s no shortage of activities in Jamaica, which boasts more than 161 licenced attractions, more
than can be found in any other Caribbean island. Visitors can enjoy a round of golf on any of our world-class
championship courses, sail the river on a bamboo raft, explore the terrain on horseback, discover the grandeur of
our many great houses, go snorkelling and surfing, or take a swim with the dolphins.
We are easy to get to, with service from every major legacy carrier and significant low-cost airlines. There is a
rich diversity found in our accommodations and attractions. And we have an excellent support service. What we
now need is to ensure that we provide a consistently high quality of service even as we continue improve on the
physical product.
 John Lynch is Jamaica’s outgoing director of tourism. Email us at editorial@gleanerjm.com.
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Claudia Gardner

Hospitality Jamaica Writer

M

ANY
JAMAICANS
do not realise
that they can
opt to be
tourists in their own country, or,
to use the relatively new term to
describe domestic tourists –
‘staycationers’.
Many of us have been
‘staycationing’ from as far back
as our childhood days, when we
travelled from urban areas to the
‘country’ to spend holidays, and
vice versa.
As adults, because vacations
are important for alleviating
work-related stress and
promoting general well-being, all
working Jamaicans are, under
the law, entitled to annual
vacation days. However, many
Jamaicans who opt to travel
overseas for vacations or
otherwise stay home in boredom

From those who want to
experience the ‘sun, sea
and sand’, the lush
interior of an island
paradise, or simply rest
and relax, Jamaica has it
all to offer. For those who
have sedentary
jobs and wish
to pursue
exhilarating activities,
there is a plethora of
entertainment venues
especially in Negril,
Montego Bay and
Ocho Rios.

PLEASE SEE STAY, 6
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STAY
CONTINUED FROM 5
could take advantage of the island’s
accommodations, attractions and
other blessings of nature, which are
the very things for which many
tourists save for years to travel to
the island to experience.
From those who want to
experience the ‘sun, sea and sand’,
the lush interior of an island
paradise, or simply rest and relax,
Jamaica has it all to offer. For those
who have sedentary jobs and wish
to pursue exhilarating activities,
there is a plethora of entertainment
venues especially within Negril,
Montego Bay and Ocho Rios,
which makes our island home
vacation place number one.
There are many advantages to
staycationing in Jamaica instead of
jetting overseas. Foremost among
them is the cost of a trip.
Staycationing is also a way of
getting to know your own island.
Similar to island-hopping, a
common practice in the eastern
Caribbean, Jamaicans can go
‘parish hopping’ by driving around
the island, stopping in each parish,
whether to overnight if budget and

Kingston offers
countless historic sites,
art galleries and
botanical gardens, while
Montego Bay features
great houses, plantation
tours and Championship
Golf Courses. Negril,
offers its legendary
seven-mile beach,
several stupendous
waterfalls, horseback
riding and cliff diving,
while Ocho Rios, offers
the world-famous Dunn’s
River Falls, botanical
gardens, and duty-free
shopping.

time allow or visiting attractions in
each.
The options for accommodations
for staycationers in Jamaica are
many and varied. Accommodation
ranges from guest houses, boutique
hotels, apartments and villas, to
all-inclusive hotels. For those
vacationing on a smaller budget,
there is always the option of staying
with relatives or friends, thus
cutting accommodation costs, and
then venturing out to visit beaches
and attractions or other places of
interest.
The Kingston resort area offers
countless historic sites, art galleries
and botanical gardens while
Montego Bay features great houses,
plantation tours and championship
golf courses. Negril offers its
legendary seven-mile beach, several
stupendous waterfalls, horseback
riding and cliff diving, while Ocho
Rios offers the world-famous
Dunn’s River Falls, botanical
gardens, and duty-free shopping.
The lesser-traversed South Coast
boasts the Milk River Bath and
PHOTO BY JANET SILVERA Spa, Black River Safaris, Appleton
From left: Steffen Boehnke, RIU’s Angella Bennett, Annette Schmid and Armin Kaestner are Estate Rum Tour and numerous
historical towns and free villages.
trying to do the macarena in the sand.
6
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The picturesque Port Antonio
resort area has the most natural
attractions per capita in the
Western Hemisphere, and many
white sand beaches.
By staycationing, you contribute
to the local economy as your
dollars are being spent here. The
other advantage is that you already
know your destination, its
language, laws, about its climate,
culture and norms, which
guarantee peace of mind. You are
not too far from home, and in case
of emergencies, you can get back
home rapidly without having to
take into concern such things as
flight availability and additional
costs.
So whether you as a Jamaican
are very rich, or have a modest but
stable income, you can staycation.
You do not have to be rich to
staycation. Vacations are very
important for the working person.
You have a right to staycation
because you deserve it.
So, bear this in mind, and the
next time you think of a place to
spend your next vacation,
remember, you don’t have to look
very far. Think Jamaica.
claudia.gardner@gleanerjm.com
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DOLPHIN COVE

More than just

swimmingwith

DOLPHINS

Cove is the fabulous white sand-beach where
visitors can relax. Jamaican food is also on the
menu at the restaurant and beach grill.
With Dolphin Cove being home to so
many animals, to the nature lover, the
attraction represents the ideal experience –
the offering of interactions between man
and marine and land animals in a safe
environment.
Others have taken notice of Dolphin
Cove and have presented the attraction
with several awards over the years.
Among the latest are two that were
presented last year, the Jamaica Hotel and
Tourist Association (JHTA) Award for
Attraction of the Year 2013, and the
World Travel Award for being the
Caribbean’s Leading Adventure Tourist
Attraction 2013.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

Carl Gilchrist
Hospitality Jamaica Writer

I

N 2001 when Stafford and Marilyn
Burrowes thought of transforming
their former beachfront home into
something more exciting, they decided
it would have to be something unique.
So they came up with the idea of an
attraction where visitors could swim with
dolphins, thus giving birth to Dolphin Cove.
Swimming with dolphins was unheard of in
Jamaica and the response to Dolphin Cove as
a tourist attraction was to surpass their
wildest expectations.
In short order, Dolphin Cove became
Jamaica’s and the Caribbean’s number-one
marine attraction.
In Jamaica, many claim Dolphin Cove to
be the island’s number-one tourist attraction
overall.
Today, 13 years after its launch, Dolphin
Cove has grown leaps and bounds,
expanding to other locations locally and in
the Caribbean.
There are two other locations in Jamaica –
in Negril and Montego Bay – along with one
in the Cayman Islands.
8

Its offerings have also increased.
Dolphin Cove has developed into an
internationally acclaimed tourist
attraction that offers more than just
swimming with dolphins.
The attraction now includes pirates
interacting with sharks, swimming and
playing with stingrays, a jungle trail that
includes snakes, parrots, rabbits, lovebirds,
iguanas and other animals, and kayaking in
glass-bottom vessels, among other activities.

WALK UNDERWATER WITH DOLPHINS
Visitors can also do more with the
dolphins than just swim with them. An
adventure titled ‘Dolphin Trek’ (with sea
trek helmet) allows visitors the opportunity
to walk underwater while surrounded by
dolphins.
There is the ‘Trainer for a Day’
programme which is especially for
visitors who would like to try their hand
at ‘training’ the dolphins.
Attractions at Dolphin Cove also
include Treasure Reef, which is a mini
replica of Port Royal and includes a village with
pirates, while Little Port Royal is a replica of
Jamaica’s most famous one-time pirate haunt.
An item frequently overlooked at Dolphin

Stafford and Marilyn Burrowes with the
St Ann Chamber of Commerce
President’s Award.
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After 13 years of setting the trend,
Dolphin Cove still keeps on growing
,and according to Marilyn Burrowes,
innovative and exciting things are being
prepared for the future.
“The future looks very well, very, very
well because Dolphin Cove is kind of
alert, and we’re always expanding and
keeping abreast of our other First-World
partners,” explained Burrowes, who
holds the positions of vice-president of
marketing, director, and public-relations
officer for Jamaica and Grand Cayman.
“Starting by the summer, we will have
a dolphin night show, which is
entertainment, and it should bring
more of our residents out. Also, we’re
going to put in a sea lion exhibit, a sea
lion show which we have already got
permission from NEPA for. We’re
working on that. So we’re always trying
to keep up with what’s happening in
other islands in the Caribbean.”
Additionally, the Caribbean can
expect more Dolphin attractions in
the future as the company’s dolphinbreeding programme expands.
“We’re looking actively to expand in
the Caribbean because we have a great
dolphin-breeding programme and we
have a lot of dolphin, and we need to find
locations for them,” Burrowes stated.
Outside of the fun-filled activities it
offers, Dolphin Cove is playing its part
in protecting the environment and
marine life. Earlier this year, the
company played a part in rescuing an
injured pygmy sperm whale which was
stranded on a beach in Montego Bay. A
team from Dolphin Cove, led by inhouse veterinarian, Dr Miska Sennett,
assisted by experts from the Montego
Bay marine lab and staff members at Holiday
Inn, rescued the 400lb mammal and treated it
before guiding it back out to sea.
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ROYALTON WHITE SANDS

A view of the new Royal Club suites at the Royalton White Sands.

In a league

of its own

Claudia Gardner
Hospitality Jamaica Writer:

F

LANKED BY hills to the south,
and the Caribbean sea to the
north, is the Royalton White
Sands in Mountain Spring,
Trelawny, in all her splendour.
In years gone by when the property bore a
different name, and was painted yellow and
white, it was often joked that it was just a
‘plain Jane’, sitting in the ‘middle of
nowhere’. But today, that property has been
superbly transformed into one of, if not the
most magnificent, resort in Jamaica.
The property, which is now owned by Sun
Wing Travel Group, the largest tour operator in
Canada, is managed by Blue Diamond Hotels
and Resorts. But not only have the structures
been transformed by its owners, the Royalton
has every amenity and every luxury a visitor
would ever need from an all-inclusive hotel.
Upon arrival, you immediately recognise that
the service provided by staff members is
excellent, as all the stops are pulled out to ensure
that you are comfortable during your stay.
In the morning, guests wake up to the
sounds of wrens and other tropical birds
chirping in the trees or the adjacent wetlands
10

– a testament to the environmental
friendliness of the property. There is calm,
beauty and colour all around.
One of the grandest features of the property
is the Diamond Club, which offers, among
other things, a lounge with premium drinks,
snacks, 24-hour room service, a full-service
business centre and a dedicated butler service.
The suites which make up the Diamond Club
are lavish and beautifully decorated. Each is
equipped with a mini-bar fully stocked with
beverages. Each suite comes with a king-sized
bed, two television sets with a myriad of
channels from which to choose, a huge sofa,
and a dining table with chairs. The suites also
open into their own balconies, providing a
lovely view of the ocean.

THRILLING THINGS TO DO
For those who love excitement and fun
activities, they will never ever run out of
thrilling things to do at the Royalton. The
Royalton offers motorised and non-motorised
water sports, photo gallery, and an
entertainment plaza featuring movie nights
and live shows. For sports enthusiasts, there
is also the Scores Bar, which offers top
international sports events on its big screens.

PHOTOS BY CLAUDIA GARDNER

Members of the Royalton White
Sands’ Guest Services and Diamond
Club team. At right, standing, is
manager Ricardo Smith. To his left is
Guest Services and Diamond Club
butler Ricardo Smith, while seated
(from left) are Guest Services and
Diamond Club agents Rosalind JacksPinnock and Rackiesha Powell.
In addition to the Scores Bar, there is a
Lobby Bar, Beach Bar Club, Martini Bar, Grill
Bar, and a Swim-Up Bar which are stocked
with liquor from all over the world.
There is also the Royal Spa, which features
every spa and beauty therapy guests could
dream of, from facial treatments, body
treatments, massages, manicures and pedicures,
to salon services in extraordinary facilities.
Ask any member of staff of the Royalton
and they will tell you that one of the unique
features that sets the resort in a class by itself
is its ‘All-In Connectivity’, which enables
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guests to easily stay in touch with family and
friends, through unlimited free in-room
calling to the US, Canada and most of
Europe. There is also free Wi-Fi throughout
the resort and a free Royalton app which
offers unlimited free app-to-app texting and
long-distance calling while on property.
The Royalton is a young child’s wonderland,
and so, is ideal for families. It is the only resort
in Jamaica equipped with a 12-slide waterpark,
complete with a wave pool, tubes, splash pads
among other things. It is the only resort that
operates a kids’ camp which caters to children
as young as age two and is open from 8 a.m. to
8 p.m., enabling Mommy and Daddy to enjoy
the facilities while baby is being cared for.
Activities at the kids’ camp include nature
walks, face painting, art and crafts, pyjama
parties, and even a kids’ disco.

VIDEO GAMES AND TV CHARACTERS
It also has exclusive rights to cartoon
characters Max & Ruby and Mike the
Knight, which are a favourite of
preschoolers. It also features an area
equipped with Xbox 360 for children ages
two to 12 and a learning centre with touchscreen computers in various languages.
The Royalton features several restaurants
including two buffet restaurants, the
Japanese bar titled the Zen, the Italian
Trattoria, the Steak House Restaurant, as
well as a café offering pastries, cakes, icecream, cappuccinos and espressos.
These are but some of the things which
make a vacation at the Royalton White
Sands undoubtedly a truly luxurious
Jamaican all-inclusive experience.
claudia.gardner@gleanerjm.com

Contact your Travel Professional today!
Call 684-6201, 684-6202, 684-6203 to book your reservation.
Email: Reservations1whitesands@royaltonresorts.com
Website: www.royaltonresorts.com

Contact your Travel Professional today!
Call 876-957-5010 ext 5110, 5112 & 5109 to book your reservation.
E- Mail: reservationsnegril@grandlidoresorts.com
Website: www. grandlidoresorts.com
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ROUND HILL HOTEL

Nature meets

ELEGANCE
Karrie Williams
Hospitality Jamaica Writer

P

RIVATELY TUCKED away on a
picturesque peninsula along the
Hanover coastline, the elegant
Round Hill Hotel is celebrated as
a home away from home for a
host of discerning travellers, including world
leaders and countless Hollywood celebrities.
Serving Jamaica’s tourism industry for the
past 61 years, this resort is said to have been
the very first on the island to offer a villa
setting for guests, and is a trendsetter in this
type of vacation experience.
Each villa on the property is placed amid
the hotel’s vibrant garden setting and
perfectly manicured lawns; deliberately
upholding a reputation of utmost privacy.
Though each villa has its own unique
decor, all echo a similar classical style
featuring mahogany furnishings, separate
living and dining areas, a spacious veranda
and for most, a private pool.
Personalised hospitality is another
highlight of the villas, each having a
housekeeper, a cook and a gardener to render
attentive service to guests.
Hotel rooms come with a chic black-andwhite decor, accompanied by furnishings
designed by world-famous designer and
cosmetics mogul, Ralph Lauren, who also owns
two of Round Hill’s luxurious villas and is a
regular vacationer there.
12

One visible characteristic of Round Hill’s
decor is the almost-complete absence of
television, but managing director Josef
Forstmayr explains this has never been an
issue for his guests, whom he says simply
want to escape it all and experience
something different.
“The expression of Round Hill is that less
is more; we want our guests to feel that they
are somewhere different. We provide
something that people who have everything
really look for – a sense of privacy in an
uncomplicated environment that lets them
be themselves,” he said.

INCREDIBLY HOSPITABLE
According to Forstmayr: “One of the
things I find so incredible in Jamaica is that
Jamaicans are not impressed by famous
people, but are always so incredibly
hospitable. Everybody gives good service and
you are treated with respect.
“These are the experiences that they
probably could not have anywhere else, and
that’s why Jamaica, in general, and Round
Hill, in particular, is an attractive spot for
personalities,” he added.
Ryan Gosling, Lupita Nyong’o, Angela
Bassett, Gabriel Union, Paul McCartney,
Pierce Brosnan and a host of other
Hollywood superstars would agree with
Forstmayr. They have all vacationed at
Round Hill.

With an infinity pool, a spa
that offers seven therapeutic
treatment rooms; a variety of
water-sporting activities
including sailing, kayaking and
tubing; tennis courts; jogging
trails and a fitness centre, just
naming a few; it is easy to see
why some such as Paul
McCartney have been returning
to Round Hill for decades.

EAT FRESH
But the aforementioned forms only part
of Round Hill’s appeal. The health and
wellness of guests is also a major aspect of
the hotel’s operations, and executive chef
Martin Maginley stands firm in ensuring
that those standards are upheld; starting
with two organic gardens that grow a
variety of herbs and vegetables, ensuring that
guests eat fresh. Dining features authentic
Jamaican and international cuisines and is
further complemented by a selection of
cocktail options.
Of particular significance is that Round Hill
does not import any fruits or vegetables.
Instead, the hotel prides itself on providing
healthy choices of fresh local staples to guests.
“We do not import any fruits or vegetables,”
Maginley said. “We will not serve fruits and
vegetables which are not grown locally in
Jamaica. We take great pride in serving the
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freshest and best local farm produce to our
guests and they genuinely enjoy them.”
Forstmayr added: “People that have
everything don’t need what they have at
home; they are very happy to get the best
quality Jamaican fruits and vegetables.”
With all its spendour and appeal to
world-famous guests, perhaps, the most
endearing attribute of Round Hill is its
goodwill culture towards the parish of
Hanover, and, in particular, the community
of Hopewell.
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CARIBBEAN PRODUCERS JAMAICA

Caribbean Producers Jamaica’s store merchandiser, Wills Trought, shows off some Remy Martin vodka to a customer, recently.

BIG

Doing it
Claudia Gardner
Hospitality Jamaica Writer

IT WAS just two decades ago that
Caribbean Producers Jamaica (CPJ)
was established in Montego Bay,
with its main focus being to serve
the fast-growing hospitality and
tourism sector, as an integrated
food-service distributor.
The company has pushed
forward since, offering a wide array
of dairy, grocery, meats, seafood,
spirits and wines.
In 1998, just four years after its
establishment, CPJ ventured into
the supplying of fountain products
consisting of high-quality fruit-juice
concentrates and sodas. Today, its
Cariburst Juices and Frozen Drinks
Mixes are manufactured and
packaged at its facility in Freeport,
Montego Bay, and it remains the
sole distributor of Island Oasis
frozen drink mixes and Kan Pak ice
cream mixes on the island.
CPJ also provides top-of-the-line
beverage dispenser systems, on loan,
for all the products it distributes,
including top brands such as Island
14

Consequently, the CPJ brand has
become renowned for its impressive
portfolio of fine wines and spirits,
which includes a full complement
of table wines and exclusive
selections including chardonnay,
sauvignon, pinot noir, merlot and
champagne. Napa wines from
California, Riesling from
Washington State, Argentinean
merlots, Chilean cabernet
sauvignons, and robust Italian
Chiantis are but some of the wide
range of CPJ’s offerings.

DAIRY PRODUCTS ON OFFER

PHOTO BY CLAUDIA GARDNER

Members of the Caribbean Producers Jamaica’s Hospitality
Department. From left are national hospitality sales manager,
Everod Wilson; sales analyst, Melissa Stewart; corporate sales
manager, Ingrid Samuels; and director of hospitality sales, Hugh
Logan.
Oasis Ice Shaver/Blender, Bunn-OMatic Gourmet Juice Dispensers,
Bunn-O-Matic, Taylor Frozen Drink
Machine, and Taylor Soft Serve
Machines. The company supplies
major hotel chains, fast-food outlets

and restaurants across the island.
In 2003, CPJ established a retail
sales division which was aimed at
filling what was, at the time, a dire
need for international wines and
spirits within Jamaica.

CPJ offers a wide array of dairy
products including cheeses, milk,
butter and yoghurt. A myriad of
hard and soft cheeses can be
acquired from the company
including cheddar, pepper jack,
Swiss, Parmesan, Monterey Jack,
blue cheese, Brie, Camembert,
Gouda and buffalo mozzarella.
Linkages between the productive
sectors in any country help to ensure
national economic development, and
this is something to which CPJ is
very committed. The company has
demonstrated its commitment by
investing in additional productive
capacity over the last year. In 2013,
CPJ created employment
opportunities for more than 100
Jamaicans through its expansion via
the incorporation of CPJ Kingston
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and the construction of its meat
processing facilities, which also had a
direct impact on more than 400
farmers across the country.
Getting edible products from the
supplier to the consumer safely and
on time is crucial, and this is where
CPJ’s distribution division’s
warehouse and shipping units come
into play. Goods are stored in the
warehouse for protection, and all
foods, beverages, wines and spirits
are carefully stored at the requisite
temperatures, which ensure their
quality and freshness.
The shipping unit handles all
transportation activities to ensure
the ordered products leave the
warehouse and reach the customers
in a timely manner and at an
acceptable standard.
In terms of its corporate social
responsibility, CPJ actively supports
numerous education and health
initiatives, community programmes
and charities across the island,
including the We Care for Cornwall
Regional Hospital Foundation, the
Junior Achievement Jamaica
Foundation, and The Good
Shepherd Foundation, and has also
committed to being the major
sponsor of the Jamaica Independent
Schools’ Association’s western
athletics meet to be held in
Montego Bay next year.

The team behind Hospitality Jamaica over the years

David Jessop

Shernett Robinson

Carl Gilchrist

Kimberly Mowatt

Basil Smith

André Wright

Janet Silvera

The late Ken Kennedy

Claudia Gardner

Dennis Morrison

Robert Lalah

Others who have contributed to the magazine’s success include Gareth Davis, Jennifer Allen, Amitabh Sharma and Paul Williams.
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Diversity of

JAMAICAN FOODS
Barbara Ellington

Public Affairs Editor

ESCRIBED AS The
Land of Wood and
Water, Jamaica
could also easily be
labelled the land of
food aplenty. Let’s
face it, there are
water shortages
annually and
our forests are
in danger of
being denuded,
but we have
never run out of
various food crops
growing in
abundance in all 14
parishes.
That is so because all
parishes are blessed with
arable land. But many seasoned
farmers hold the view that the most
arable lands are located in Kingston and St
Andrew, and instead of housing stock, food
crops should be planted on these lands. So
fertile is the soil in the Corporate Area, just
about everything grows when planted – from
the mountains to sea level.
Perhaps, the diversity of our foods stems
from the multiplicity of races that have settled
on our shores, having brought with them the
produce from their homeland. Added to our
abundance of diverse foods and external
influences on our cuisine, many of the fruits
and vegetables we grow can be prepared in
three or more recipes in one three-course
meal. So, if there was the need, we could
improvise when imported staples of rice and
flour are unavailable. These same fruits and
vegetables make excellent condiments, sauces,
spices and herbs, thus putting at our fingertips
a billion-dollar agri-processing market just
waiting to be exploited to our gross domestic
product’s advantage.

D

BACKYARD GARDENING SHOULD RULE
If Jamaica was more serious about saving
precious foreign exchange, we would be
growing at least 90 per cent of what we eat
instead of the oft-repeated lip service that is
paid every time we face a US-dollar crisis. The
time is right for us to make it almost a ‘religion’
to ensure our children’s tastebuds develop a
preference for locally grown/produced foods.
And the concept of backyard gardening must
now become the rule rather than the
seasonably fashionable exception.
This is not a difficult prospect. In the East
Armour Heights suburb of St Andrew, The
16

GAP CAFE/Grog Shoppe’s Gloria Palomino
has at all times grown the following cash
crops in very limited and mostly rocky space:
scallion, thyme, rosemary, lettuce, beets,
pumpkin, corn, pak choy, sweet peppers, hot
peppers, Irish potatoes and cabbage.
She is an excellent example of bending the
tree while it’s young. As a child, she saw her
mother growing all their vegetables in pots in
their Washington Boulevard home. “She
would cut only enough leaves from each for a
meal and we never had to buy vegetables in
the market,” said Palomino, who still loves to
grow what she eats.
For the restaurants, she is very proud that
the Breadbasket Parish produces more than
80 per cent of the fruits and vegetables she
uses. She notes also that in the hills of St
Andrew, just below the Jamaica Defense
Force New Castle complex, a group of
Rastafarians grow broccoli and cauliflower in
abundance. And further down the road,
mixed greens are grown in abundance.

“The Mavis Bank area has the perfect
climate for those crops, as well as
coffee, raspberries, other
mountain berries and,
sweet cup (from the
passion fruit family).
The Linstead area is
famous for lychee,
which are now
close to reaping
season, and its
cousin the
lungan, can be
grown in a
limited quantity
in Jamaica,”
Palomino said.
She laments the
lack of vision in our
authorities, whose
failure to capitalise on our
tropical climate and produce
more of the foods we eat (such as
rice), has kept us carrying a whopping
food-import bill. Palomino notes that with
more vision, many of the ‘foreign’ foods for
which we have developed a liking, could be
grown successfully in Jamaica These include,
American apples, peaches, figs, and
persimmons.
Whereas the crops above require cooler
temperatures, St Elizabeth’s heat is just what
many fruits and vegetables need to thrive.
Added to that, the farmers have perfected
the technique of moisture retention with dry
grass cover for the soil, thereby preserving the
moisture needed by the crops. Most of the
water melons, honey dew, scallion, thyme,
tomatoes, hot/sweet peppers, carrots,
cabbage, lettuce, broccoli, cauliflower,
naseberries, pineapples, sweetsops,
avocadoes, mangoes, sweet potatoes and
more, that we eat, are grown in St Elizabeth.
Manchester was at one time the biggest
producer of Irish potatoes in the island;
Portland is famous for its breadfruits and
coconuts, Clarendon is synonymous with
cashew nuts and mangoes, St Ann has
pimento and nutmeg, St Thomas is home to
East Indian mango orchards, and thanks to
Olympian Usain Bolt, everyone now knows
about yellow yams from Trelawny. Thankfully,
ackee trees grow everywhere.

larceny. The disincentives to production far
outweigh the advantages, but local farmers
remain undaunted.
Former agriculture minister Dr Christopher
Tufton concurs. He says Jamaica is currently
producing a range of produce and livestock
that can provide the necessary nutritional
content to sustain a healthy lifestyle.
“Our climatic conditions and historical
agricultural practices cover all the critical food
groups. In many cases, local foods are of a
better nutritional value than imported, such as
ground provisions like sweet potato, which
could easily replace rice as a complex
carbohydrate. Similarly, goat cheese has been
proven to be a much healthier option to other
forms of cheeses. Our fresh, leafy vegetables and
herbs are also known to have a higher flavour
profile than similar imported crops,” Tufton said.
However, Dr Tufton thinks the issue would
be the quantities being produced as well as
quality consistency. Often dubbed as a
nation of samples, Jamaica has over the
years produced many commercially
viable food byproducts only to have
them disappoint consumers because
the production could not be
sustained. The former minister of
agriculture says at this time, we
would not be able to supply all
our needs for domestic
consumption, and certainly not
for critical sectors like tourism.
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CHRISTOPHER TUFTON
FORMER AGRICULTURE MINISTER

Our climatic conditions and
historical agricultural practices
cover all the critical food
groups. In many cases, local
foods are of a better nutritional
value than imported, such as
ground provisions like sweet
potato, which could easily
replace rice as a complex
carbohydrate. Similarly, goat
cheese has been proven to be a
much healthier option to other
forms of cheeses. Our fresh,
leafy vegetables and herbs are
also known to have a higher
flavour profile than similar
imported crops.

GLORIA PALOMINO
RESTAURATEUR

MEAT, FISH AND POULTRY
Meat, poultry and fish can also be
produced in sufficient quantities to feed our
relatively small population; it just requires
vision and proper reorganising of the beef,
pork, goat meat and fishing industries,
supported by a foolproof way to deter praedial

“

Rainforest Seafoods Executive
Chef Evrol Ebanks

The Mavis Bank area has the
perfect climate for those crops,
as well as coffee, raspberries,
other mountain berries, and
sweet cup (from the passion fruit
family). The Linstead area is
famous for lychee, which are
now close to reaping season,
and its cousin, the lungan, can
be grown in a limited quantity in
Jamaica.
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RAINFOREST SEAFOODS
Claudia Gardner

The

Hospitality Jamaica Writer:

WO DECADES ago,
Jamaica’s tourism industry
was caught in a dilemma.
The predicament was due to
limited and costly options for
accessing fish and other seafood,
which were in high demand by
guests, but in low supply locally, as
Jamaica’s waters were among the
world’s most overfished.
Then to the rescue came
Rainforest Seafoods. The company,
which is now the Caribbean’s
leading supplier of fish and seafood,
established in 1995, and since
then, has enabled the tourism
sector to soothe guests’ appetite for
fish, and the rest of Jamaica to
have an array of reasonably priced
seafood from which to choose.
“The hotels are definitely our
biggest customers. Our chief
executive officer has a background
of working in the hotels, and he
realised that many of the big allinclusives in particular, need a
consistent supply of fresh, premium
quality seafood,” said public
relations associate, Bethany Young.
“And that is what Rainforest
provides. Because there was
definitely a gap before, and a
difficulty sourcing those products.
So now, we can provide the hotels
with over 400 references of fish and
seafood, and we work with pretty
much every hotel on the island. We
source our products from all over
the world. We get a lot of products
from Caribbean waters, but we also
get a lot of products from Asia,

T

big ish
in seafood

salmon from Chile and products
from Canada as well,” she added.
Jamaican lobster is ranked
among the finest in the world, and
so, during the lobster season, this is
where Rainforest obtains its lobster
supply, which is made available to
the tourism industry, providing a
boon to local fishermen.

PEDRO BANKS LOBSTER
“All our lobster is from the Pedro
Banks and supplied by Jamaican
fishermen. Recently, we started
working with about 20 small
fishermen in the Pedro Banks,”
Young said. “Lobster season is
closed now, but will be opening up
shortly, so we work with them to
get lobsters, and work with them to
ensure that they are fishing in an
environmentally sustainable way.
They supply our plant, and then we
sell to hotels and supermarkets.
Just recently, we started exporting

RAINFOREST GIVING BACK

A wide array of frozen products from Rainforest Seafoods.

PHOTOS BY CLAUDIA GARDNER

Patrons at Rainforest Seafood Market in Montego Bay, St James.
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produce value-added products by
way of smoking, brining, battering
and breading, among other methods.
While seafood remains
Rainforest’s core product, the
company has introduced several
new items within the last year to its
food-service and retail customers.
It now offers eight different types of
burgers including shrimp, fish, jerk
fish, turkey, seasoned beef, jerk beef
among others.
“We started doing the shrimp
burgers and the fish burgers and
realised that because of how big it
(processing plant) is – and the fact
that it can do all the value-added
processing – we could do other
proteins. It has become a multiprotein plant, and that has been a
part of Rainforest’s diversification,”
Young told Hospitality Jamaica.
Rainforest has also ventured into
eateries, and has three restaurants in
operation, foremost among them,
The Seafood Market at Freeport.
The Seafood Market is open
Mondays to Saturdays, and serves
the traditional Jamaican breakfast
and lunch, as well as salads,
sandwiches and soups, with seafood
being the common theme. The
company has also ventured into
seasonings such as lemon seafood
spice, fish and all-purpose seasonings.

our lobsters abroad. We recently
struck a deal with Red Lobster in
the US, and we sell them
Jamaican/Caribbean lobsters.
“The other Jamaican product
that we have a lot of, is conch.
Conch season is also not open yet,
but, for local conch we work with
local fishermen; we clean and
package and sell to the hotels and
supermarkets,” Young said.
Rainforest Seafoods is
headquartered at Freeport in
Montego Bay, where it also operates
a distribution centre. Recently, the
company added a 30,000-squarefoot, state-of-the-art processing
plant in Kingston, which is certified
under the Hazard Analysis and
Critical Control Point (HACCP)
food-safety management system.
This new facility is also able to
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Where corporate social
responsibility is concerned, the
Rainforest Seafood and Music Festival
is an annual event of which the
organisation is extremely proud. The
event is a celebration of Jamaican
seafood and music and raises funds for
the We Care for the Cornwall
Regional Hospital foundation.
“Our CEO came up with the
concept. He is on the board of the
We Care for the Cornwall Regional
Hospital. He wanted to find a way to
give back, so this is how the festival
came about. We had it for the second
time, this year,” Young explained.
“Last year, we gave $6 million to
the hospital, which was put towards
the paediatric ward. This year, we
gave $8.25 million. We got $1 million
from Yohan Blake’s foundation. We
had the festival in Montego Bay
because western Jamaica is important
to the company, the hospital is
important to the company, and
giving back to that hospital serves all
of western Jamaica,” she added.
claudia.gardner@gleanerjm.com
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JEWEL RESORTS

A Jewel of an all-inclusive
Carl Gilchrist
Hospitality Jamaica Writer

J

EWEL RESORTS is one of the
newest hotel chains in Jamaica,
with the first property, the 250room Jewel Dunn’s River Beach
Resort and Spa, being opened in
Mammee Bay, St Ann in September 2010.
Owned by insurance giant Sagicor,
Jewel Dunn’s River was once operated by Sandals as Sandals Dunn’s
River before that company gave up
the lease agreement in 2010.
After Sandals pulled out, Sagicor
engaged the services of United
States-based hospitality management group Aimbridge Hospitality,
to run the property.
Apparently spurred on by the
success of the hotel, Sagicor proceeded to buy back the 266-room
Breezes Runaway Bay Beach and
Golf Resort property from John
Issa, who had purchased it in 2003.
Issa’s SuperClubs had operated the
hotel under a lease agreement since
1983, from the time it was owned
by the government entity, National
Hotels and Properties.
After a US$3.5 million refurbishing job, Jewel Runaway Bay Beach
and Golf Resort was born, and Scott
Robbins, who was assistant manager
at Dunn’s River, was promoted to
manage the property. In fact, it was
20

experience

“The passion of our people for
the island’s culture and their generosity in sharing that culture have
enabled us to stand out in the allinclusive arena of properties and
brands,” she asserted.
Jamaicans have been supporting
Jewel Resorts in a big way.
Jamaicans use all three properties
for vacations, weddings, social
functions and corporate meetings.

VIVID VISION

Robbins who oversaw the transformation of the property to the beautiful condition in which it currently is.
In February 2013, Sagicor made
another acquisition, this time the
former Hedonism III hotel, which
was also once operated by
SuperClubs and later by Royal
DeCameron.
Again, after a massive refurbishing job, the 225-room property was
branded Jewel Paradise Cove Beach
Resort and Spa and opened in
December 2013, with Barbara Burton as general manager.

All three properties are run by
Aimbridge and boast a total of 741
rooms, making Jewel Resorts a major
player in the Jamaica tourism market.
“It’s an all-inclusive new-brand
success story,” declared Carol
Bourke, managing director of Jewel
Resorts and general manager at
Jewel Dunn’s River.
Although describing the brand as
“a small hospitality brand”, Bourke
said what was unique about Jewel is
its ability to implement propertyspecific programmes and decisions
immediately.

Much of the success can be attributed to the support and dedication
of the staff and the vision and leadership of the ownership team at
Sagicor, headed by Richard Byles.
Each property has its own unique
attraction. The flagship property,
Jewel Dunn’s River, combines an
adults-only atmosphere with classic
sophistication. With the original
resort being constructed in 1959,
the property is reminiscent of an
elegant colonial estate with the
finest decor and amenities. And it
is located just minutes from the
world-renowned fall from which it
got its name, Dunn’s River Falls.
Runaway Bay, the largest of the
three properties, is the perfect family
and golf getaway, boasting a 72-par,
18-hole championship golf course
and Jamaica’s only golf academy, and
a supervised children’s programme.
Paradise Cove is the first Jewel
property to introduce the expanded
all-inclusive health, spa and fitness
theme, which includes, among
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other things, juice and smoothie
bars throughout the property and a
variety of healthy cuisine options.
“What makes the company special is the drive and dedication to
provide a special all-inclusive experience where each guest feels that
the rich programmes we offer are
exactly what they are looking for in
a vacation,” Bourke suggested.
“We also instil in our staff and
management the mission to overdeliver on the guest experience.
Excellent personal service, classic
sophistication and fun are the hallmark of the Jewel Resorts brand. If
you look at our Trip Advisor
reviews, you will see that we are
delivering what the guest wants in
an all-inclusive vacation.”
Jewel’s management company,
Aimbridge Hospitality, was virtually unknown to the Jamaican public
until it took up the management of
the Jewel properties. However,
Aimbridge brings to the business
vast amount of experience and
expertise. Aimbridge was ranked
ninth in 2011 annual listing of Top
100 Management Companies by
Hotel Business Management
Magazine. This ranking was based
on its 2010 gross annual revenue.
Aimbridge manages several other
brands including Marriott, Hyatt
and Sheraton. The company’s website states that it currently operates
185 hotels, consisting of over
25,000 rooms, across 29 states in
the USA and the Caribbean.
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Tapping into
tourism’s
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David Jessop
Contributor

REATED WELL, tourism has an
extraordinary contribution to make to
regional growth; treated badly, it has
the capacity to damage economies and
reduce government revenues.
In the past 20 years, the economic
structure of the Caribbean has changed
almost beyond recognition. The region has
moved from being dominated by an
agriculture-dependent preference-based
model, involving government’s constant
intervention, to one that, to a significant
extent, has come to rely on an industry that
is private sector-led.
Put another way, tourism and its
continuing ability to compete globally has in
all but a few Caribbean nations become an
essential provider of employment and
national income; and by extension, the taxes
that pay for electorates’ expectations of
public services, from education and health
care to roads.
Despite this and tourism now being
accepted as worthy of policy debate, there
remains a sense, for reasons of history and
culture, that it is in some way less legitimate
than other sectors and is apart from the
people. It is a view, unfortunately, that is
shared by many external development

T
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agencies which consequentially have few
tourism-related programmes, despite the
region being the most tourism-dependent in
the world.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
This is disturbing as tourism
has come to permeate almost
every aspect of the Caribbean
economy and is perhaps, the
only sector, if nurtured, that
offers the region the
opportunity of sustainable longterm competitive advantage.
That said, the region cannot
continue to rely on its
reputation as the pre-eminent
warm-weather destination for
North Americans and
Europeans for much longer.
Not only are traveller profiles
JESSOP
and requirements changing
rapidly in all feeder markets, but much of the
Caribbean’s product is looking tired and less
competitive.
Jamaica’s tourism ministers, Wykeham
McNeill and Ed Bartlett, and others before
them have recognised that tourism has become
a global commodity and an export industry in
which other warm-weather destinations are
fighting to increase market share.

A beach in the Caribbean is very little
different from a beach in the Seychelles,
Mauritius, the Maldives or Mexico; unless,
that is, the offering that goes with it in the
form of service, cuisine, the hotel, the
environment and the overall
experience meets or exceeds
expectations.
What this means is as input
costs – and, in particular, taxes
on visitors and on the industry –
continue to rise, high prices
cannot be justified unless visitors
have a first-class experience and
feel that they have received
value for money. What price
escalation also suggests is that
national fiscal strategy ought to
better recognise the relative
economic contribution of
different types of visitors: those
who arrive by air, spend more
and stay longer; and those who arrive as cruise
visitors, who stay for a day or less.
Moreover, the dynamics of the industry
continue to change. The pricing policies of
large, externally owned hotel chains and of
the cruise lines continue to drive down the
profitability of domestically owned smaller
hotels; viral marketing, search engines and
new media have led destinations and
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properties everywhere to become direct
competitors; the Caribbean’s essential
prerequisite – airlift – has been contracting;
inter-regional tourism has all but collapsed;
and the demographic profile of higherspending visitors, particularly from North
America, has changed. There are also
unspoken issues of crime against tourists, and
only a slow recognition that the fastest growth
in disposable income for travel is now in
markets that the Caribbean has been slow to
reach out to: Latin America, Russia and
China.
The World Travel and Tourism Council
(WTTC) recently suggested that Caribbean
tourism had created some 2.4 million direct
and indirect jobs in the region and was
contributing in excess of US$9 billion annually
to GDP. It noted that the industry would only
achieve future growth if the emphasis was on
long-term planning; there was industry
measurement to ensure adequate forecasting;
there was region-wide recognition that safety,
security and health issues affected the tourism
economy as much as the lives of Caribbean
citizens; and there was a pressing need to
promote linkages to the wider economy.
There is no lack of information about what
was required if Caribbean tourism economies
are to prosper. It is making change happen
that needs to be addressed.

TOU R I S M B Y T H E N U MBERS
Antoinette Lyn
Contributor

VER THE past ten years,
total visitor arrivals moved
from 2,514,559 in 2004 to
3,273,677, which is a growth of
30.2 per cent. Stopover arrivals
during this period moved from
1,414,786 in 2004 to the milestone
number of 2,008,409 in 2013,
recording a growth rate of 42 per
cent. Cruise passenger arrivals in
this period grew from 1,099,773 in
2014 to 1,265,268 in 2013, a
growth of 15 per cent. Estimated
gross foreign exchange earnings for
the industry was US$1.4 billion in
2004, and at the end of 2013, it
was an estimated at US$2.1 billion.
This growth came from the
performances of the North
American marketing regions of the
United States (US) and Canada. In
2004 stopover arrivals from the US,
with a market share of 70.4 per
cent, was 996,131, and in 2013,
this figure stood at 1,271,262 with
a growth rate of 27.6 per cent and
market share of 63.3 per cent.
Canada, with 105,623 stopover
arrivals in 2004 and a market share
of 7.5 per cent, more than doubled
during this period and at the end of
2013, recorded 399,938 stopovers.
The Canadian market share is now
19.9 per cent. Latin America is
another marketing region that has
more than doubled in stopoverarrival numbers. In 2004, arrivals
from Latin America were 8,537,
and at the end of 2013, this
number stood at 30,538. Outside of
the traditional European countries
of United Kingdom, Germany and
Italy, who are Jamaica’s main
European visitor-generating
countries, stopovers from Russia,
France, and Sweden recorded
growth over the ten-year period of
1,149.8 per cent, 287.2 per cent,
and 182.7 per cent respectively.
This mixture of performances
from these non-traditional
stopover-generating countries is in

O

Ten years of growth

PHOTO BY JANET SILVERA

The history-making lucky
couple that was the country’s
two millionth stopover visitors
for 2013, Alexis (centre) and
her husband, Craig Greiner,
accepting their hotel stay and
a book on Jamaica from
Director of Tourism John
Lynch (left), Junior Tourism
Minister Damian Crawford
(second left), and Minister of
Tourism and Entertainment Dr
Wykeham McNeill, during a
reception welcoming them at
the Sangster International
Airport in Montego Bay.
keeping with the marketdiversification strategy to
successfully market Jamaica to
visitors in these non-traditional
countries.
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PROSPECT PLANTATION

Exciting Prospect adventures
Carl Gilchrist
Hospitality Jamaica Writer

OLLOWING THE amazing
success of Dolphin Cove
which opened in 2001, the
team of Stafford and Marilyn
Burrowes decided to, once again,
venture into uncharted territory
when they took over the operations
of Prospect Plantation in 2005.
Prospect is located in St Mary,
just across the White River border
of St Ann.
They introduced another first in
Jamaica when they brought in
camels to the property and
introduced the island’s first camel
safari.
Still another first to Jamaica was
the introduction of Segway
Personal Transporters (PT), a twowheeled, battery-powered vehicle
which can reach a speed of just
over 12 miles per hour (20 km/h).
“We try to be the first; we don’t
want to do anything that’s already
there,” explained Marilyn. “We’re
not looking to compete with
anybody, we’re looking to have
something different and exciting
for visitors and our residents.”
Long known as Prospect
Plantation Tours, the company was
recently rebranded Prospect
Outback Adventures, and with the

F
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rebranding came several new tours
and attractions.
“Prospect Outback Adventures is
the sister company of Dolphin
Cove,” explained Marilyn. “It gives
guests an alternative once they’ve
done the dolphins. We’re
developing it to be the number-one
adventure park in Ocho Rios.”
“We have introduced Segway,
and we introduced camel-riding
which are both new to Jamaica and
it gives our guests an opportunity
to hear and see some of our history
and our culture.”

bananas and the banana plant.
Of course, you get to eat what
you prepare, and then you will be
able to enjoy a cup of the worldfamous Blue Mountain coffee.

PANORAMIC VIEW

18TH CENTURY HOUSE
That history and culture dates
back to the early 18th Century
when the great house that is on the
property was built, making it one of
the island’s oldest
plantation houses.
The property is
an agricultural
site where visitors
can see crops such
as bananas,
cassava,
sugarcane,
coffee,
allspice and
many others.
The White
River is
nearby and

the plantation offers a splendid
view of Jamaica’s first hydroelectric
power station.
The great house is fortified with
loopholes meant to withstand raids
by privateers and buccaneers of
days gone by.
Visitors will enjoy an
educational, relaxing and enjoyable
trip to one of Jamaica’s oldest
plantations.
In addition to the camel safari and
Segway tour, Outback Adventures
has introduced horseback riding,
jitney tours, ostrich feeding, and a
food tour named Flavours of
Jamaica.
“We have a
wonderful

‘learn to cook Jamaican jerk’ tour,
which is also going extreme well.”
Flavours of Jamaica allows
visitors to be a chef for a day and
prepare their own food under the
guidance of an expert chef, known
as Chef Irie.

FOOD DELIGHT
Visitors will learn how to prepare
their own callaloo dish, jerk their
own chicken, knead their own
dough and fry festivals, make
shrimp rundown and ripe-banana
fritters.
Chef Irie will introduce visitors
to Jamaica’s national dish – ackee
and salt fish, the many uses of the
coconut and the coconut tree
itself, as well as the value of
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The great house also offers a
panoramic view of the Spanish
Main, the channel between Cuba
and Jamaica, the route that
Spanish ships took en route to
Spain from Central America.
The Feed the Ostrich tour allows
visitors to get up close to the world’s
largest bird. The swift-running
flightless bird, native to Africa, can
attain speeds of over 40 miles per
hour. Its huge frame can weigh up to
300 pounds and measure up to nine
feet high in some instances.
Visitors can learn about the birds
and can actually create a bond with
them by feeding them.
With the aim of becoming the
company with the most adventures
in Jamaica, Prospect Outback
Adventures is still in the expanding
mode with several more tours being
planned for the future, including a
petting zoo and a bird aviary, and
several others which have not yet
been disclosed.
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APPLETON JAMAICA

TOUR
DE
FORCE:
enjoy the experience
Althea Hill
Hospitality Jamaica Writer

I

F YOU are a connoisseur of fine spirits, you may have encountered many
memorable rum blends. But whether
you are a newbie or already knowledgeable, you will delight in the scenic
and sensory tour of Appleton Estate, where
the world-famous Appleton rum is blended.
Located in Nassau Valley, St Elizabeth, the
legendary rum maker is also Jamaica’s largest.
The estate currently produces around 10 million litres of the spirit annually and 160 tons
of sugar a day.
All of 359 years old, the estate’s rums have
been named among Drinks International’s
Top 10 Best Selling Rum Brands and Top 10
Trending Rum Brands.
Appleton Estate was founded in 1655 and
began producing rum in 1749. The rum grew
in popularity during World War II when the
spirit was sought to supplement the insufficient supplies of whisky on the island. Apple26

ton became the rum of choice due to its
smooth, light finish.
The tour will reveal the next twist in this
dramatic tale. Prepare for 60 enchanting
minutes, at the end of which you may sample
as many as 16 blends of fine rum. You will be
introduced to the world-famous rum and
how its production has evolved over time.
The tour starts with the an informative
multimedia presentation giving an overview
of the rich history of Appleton Estate Rum
and its method of making the spirit.

ANTIQUE EQUIPMENT ON SHOW
Next, as you follow your sweet-tongued
guide, you will see antique equipment and
machinery which were once used to process
sugar and rum. Here’s your chance to sample
wet sugar.
Two ancient sugar cane crushers operated
by the estate’s donkey will demonstrate the
old art of extruding juice. You may taste the
freshly squeezed cane juice, if you wish.
A visit the distillery will reveal the Copper
Pot Stills that impart their distinctive charac-

ter to Appleton rums. These are unique to
the estate, as are the barrel house where
Appleton rums are aged to perfection.
You will see thousands of white oak barrels
ageing assorted rums. Some varieties of rum
require three years of aging, and some, up to 30.
The final stage of the tour witnesses the
blending, where you will gain insight into the
creation the world-famous Appleton flavours.
On the Estate, water is filtered through
limestone hills. During the fermentation
process, the sugar cane molasses and a special culture of yeast combines with pure
water source.
The Appleton Estate Exclusive is the
estate’s luxury brand, reflecting its unique
geographical source as well as the unique
rum-making process.
The best part of the tour – as you will discover – will be the opportunity to buy the
Appleton Estate Exclusive Jamaica Rum,
which is only sold at the Estate and selected
travel retail outlets in Jamaica. Appleton
Estate Exclusive Edition comes in a propri-
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etary bottle with a cork finish, packaged in a
signature wooden gift box.

OTHER SUGAR ESTATES
Wray and Nephew, the company which
makes Appleton Rum, is also the owner of the
New Yarmouth and Holland sugar estates.
Although old, Appleton Estate is the most
modern of estates in Jamaica. It may also be
the most environmentally friendly estate of
that size. In 2010, the estate changed over to
full green cane harvesting, which is 100 per
cent mechanical and does not involve burning the sugar cane fields.
Lovers of the environment should ask
about the Vinasse Project, under which
vinasse, which is more commonly referred to
as dunder, a by-product of the distillation
process, is converted to fertiliser. The dunder
is pumped to specially designed holding
ponds where it is aerated and the used to fertilise sugar cane fields at the estate.
Here’s your chance to discover the finest
of rums, nurtured in perfect nature.
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CHUKKA CARIBBEAN ADVENTURES

An exciting
time awaits!

Carl Gilchrist
Hospitality Jamaica Writer

ITH 24 tours in Jamaica
alone, Chukka Caribbean
Adventures has been
voted the Caribbean’s leading
nature adventure operator for six
consecutive years.
Chukka boasts the best variety of
experiences and the most exciting
and authentic ways to see the
Caribbean, which in their
operations also include Belize and
Turks and Caicos.
Chukka Caribbean Adventures
began as Chukka Cove in the early
1980s and grew from founder
Danny Melville’s passion for the
game of polo.
Melville hosted polo matches on
the property on Saturdays, and on
Sundays, to help the horses relax,
would take the horses swimming.
So when Melville opened a polo
and equestrian centre for Jamaicans
in 1983, it was only natural that he
would complement it with an
opportunity for tourists to interact
with the horses. From that, the
company’s first adventure, the
Horseback Ride ‘N’ Swim, was born.
It was the first tour of its kind in
Jamaica and, according to the
company, it remains its signature
tour 30 years later.

W
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“Danny (Melville) named the
company Chukka, which describes
a period of play in a polo match.
Chukka captures the spirit of
adventure and excitement inherent
in the game of polo and the
childlike wonder inspired by
swimming a horse,” the company
said in a statement.
Chukka has added more than 20
other tours over the years,
including the ATV Safari, Zipline
Canopy, White River Tubing,
Reggae Zion Bus, Jeep 4x4 Safari
and Kayak Safari Line.
The company has also expanded
from its St Ann foundation to
include tours in St Mary, Trelawny,
St James and Hanover.

‘OLD COUNTRY BUS’
In St Ann, the most visual
element of the company’s existence
remains the ‘old country bus’ which
typifies the Reggae Zion Bus Line
tour that takes visitors to the Bob
Marley mausoleum in Nine Miles.
Chukka has also expanded in the
Caribbean region and offers nearly
20 tours in Belize and Turks and
Caicos. In Belize, visitors are
introduced to the country’s Mayan
history through tours such as the
Belize Xunantunich Maya Temple,
while in the Turks, horseback ride

and swim has been introduced, along
with another half-a-dozen tours.
With its network of tours,
Chukka has established itself as a
major employer in the Caribbean
with over 700 employees, of which
almost 500 are in Jamaica.
“We pride ourselves with
meritocracy: We provide everyone
with opportunities for education
and advancement. Those who
show their skills are promoted.” An
example of this lies in an employee
who started as a guide and has
moved through the ranks to now
run a management team.

“We have also financed
undergraduate and graduate
programmes for a number of
promising employees,” the
company disclosed.
Chukka has also impacted
communities in which it operates,
such as Pumpkin Bottom in rural
Sandy Bay. In 2012 when a nearby
river overflowed its banks and
destroyed the community, inflicting
severe losses on the residents,
Chukka donated food and shelter
and helped to rebuild houses that
were destroyed.
Chukka also runs a children’s
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literacy and homework help
programme for children of
Pumpkin Bottom.
The company has invested
heavily in several other
communities including Ocho Rios,
where it operates, an adult literacy
programme. Back to school time is
always a happy occasion for
children in communities where
Chukka operates as they are given
books, bags and other school items.
During the winter holiday,
Chukka stages holiday parties for
children, giving them ice cream,
cake and gifts.
“Chukka’s commitment to its
community is reflected in its
offerings to our guests as well.
Chukka tours are designed to give
its guests a taste of the real
Caribbean; 30 per cent of tour
guides are hired from the
immediate surrounding areas. Also,
ATV, dune buggy and 4x4 tours
explore not only the lush rainforest
and stunning trails, but also the
beloved communities in the area.”
Management of Chukka
Caribbean Adventures now rests
with Melville’s sons – Marc,
Alexander, Daniel Junior, along
with John Byles, a childhood
friend. The senior Melville remains
chairman of the board.
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MYSTIC MOUNTAIN

Thrills galore!
Carl Gilchrist
Hospitality Jamaica Writer

HEN MYSTIC Mountain
Rainforest Adventures opened in
Ocho Rios in 2008, it was
considered by many to be the most exciting
tour attraction in Ocho Rios and indeed,
Jamaica, with its signature bobsled ride.
Today, the attraction, conceptualised and
owned by Mike Drakulich, maintains that
magnetism that attracts locals and tourists
from all over the world.
“The support from Jamaicans has been
great,” said Marsha Mattos, resort sales
manager at Mystic Mountain. “The local
market accounts for 15 per cent of our
business.”
Mystic Mountain is for thrill seekers. The
ride up to the top of the mountain on the
Sky Explorer is the beginning of the episode
and offers thrills even for those who are used
to an adrenalin rush. The ride takes visitors
from the ground level, 700 feet up the
mountainside, scaling tree tops and offering
splendid views of the resort town of Ocho
Rios and the lush, tropical green rainforest.

W

BOBSLED RIDE
Thrill seekers will definitely love the
package that includes the bobsled ride,
which is reminiscent of Jamaica’s first
important journey to the Winter Olympics
and the subsequent movie, Cool Runnings,
that the event inspired. The ride down the
mountainside is awesome, and while there is
no snow, the 1,000 metres of thrill is
certainly similar to what bobsledders are used
to in the Olympics.
The ride remains the company’s signature
tour.
The zip line, which is as exhilarating as the
bobsled, is being expanded and will offer
eight additional lines for a total of 13 lines,
come this summer.
Currently, the rides travel varying lengths
between 30 and 170 metres and end at
specific locations in the forest.
“The exciting thing is the additional zip
lines end over the river that runs through the
property,” Mattos disclosed.
After the thrills, the infinity edge pool and
Mystic Waterslide offers the perfect cooling off.
Mystic Mountain has created a tour called
the Tranopy, which includes zip line, bobsled
and the Sky Explorer for those who want just
pure thrills.
For those who want to experience a more
serene adventure, there is the Jamaican
30

The bobsled ride at Mystic Mountain.

CONTRIBUTED

Enjoying the ride are (from left) Marshagay Reynolds, Miss Quality Dealers Ltd;
Jade Grant, Miss Guardian Fence Systems Ltd; Miss Permanent Cosmetics
Studio, Danielle Bazzoni; and Miss Ting, Monique Daley.

Jamaican architect Ann Hodges, is a replica
of early 1900s railway stations in Jamaica.
In the lookout tower, visitors are presented
with a spectacular view of Ocho Rios and its
cruise shipping port and a wide view of
Jamaica’s northern coastline.
Next to this ‘railway station’ is the Mystic
Pavilion, which features memorabilia
celebrating Jamaica’s culture, highlighting
great moments in sports and promoting
awareness and preservation of the
environment.

DIVERSE ECOSYSTEM

Chinese ambassador’s wife, Linhua Xiao, all buckled in and ready to take her first
ride on the bobsled at the Mystic Mountain Rainforest in 2008.
Hummingbird Garden, and the Nature Trail
for nature lovers.
In the Hummingbird Garden, visitors can
view 16 different species of hummingbirds,
while the nature trail offers a leisurely walk
along the trail, where you can enjoy the

sights and sounds of the forest, which
include a variety of orchids, ginger lilies and
other plants. Many species of birds, lizards
and other animals can also be spotted.
But that’s not all. The main three-storey
building at Mystic Mountain, designed by
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A huge part of Mystic Mountain’s focus is
on sustaining the environment. The
attraction is situated on over 100 acres of
land, with a diverse ecosystem, including
springs, tropical plants and varieties of trees
and birds.
During construction, the chair-lift
foundations were installed by helicopter to
avoid disturbing the environment and
eliminating the need to build roadways in the
forest.
No tour can truly be over until you’ve
tasted Jamaica’s cuisine.
Mystic Dining offers contemporary menu
from Jamaica and the Caribbean, prepared by
Chef Ravi Anne and his team. Favourites
include curried dishes, escoveitch fish and
the jerks that include chicken, pork and
kebab. The traditional sweet potato and
cornmeal puddings are also available.
Kids have their own Irie Pickney menu.
The Mystic Mountain attraction is one of
its kind in Jamaica and ranks high on the list
of favourite attractions among tourists.
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